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NFL Draft 2019 Scouting Report: WR Riley Ridley, 

Georgia 

*WR grades can and will change as more information comes in from Pro Day workouts, Wonderlic test 

results leaked, etc. We will update ratings as new info becomes available. 

*WR-B stands for "Big-WR," a classification we use to separate the more physical, downfield/over-the-

top, heavy-red-zone-threat-type WRs. Our WR-S/"Small-WRs" are profiled by our computer more as slot 

and/or possession-type WRs who are typically less physical and rely more on speed/agility to operate 

underneath the defense and/or use big speed to get open deep...they are not used as weapons in the red 

zone as much.  

  

No doubt, you’ve heard the ‘Party line’ on Riley Ridley: “Best route runner in the draft.” He has the last 

name ‘Ridley’, and played in the SEC…so, you know it’s gotta be true.  But I went ahead and did some 

studying on it anyway. And… 

I’ve conducted a deeper tape study on four 2019 WR prospects prior to Ridley…he’s my fifth. Based on 

the first five WR prospects, I’ve looked into on a deeper level -- I’m not sure Ridley is in the top three of 

route running among those five. Watching the Georgia tape, I don’t even believe Ridley is the best route 

runner on his own college team – I’ll take Terry Godwin. 

‘So what’ if Riley Ridley is not THE best route runner in the class! Everyone still says he’s good/great at 

it. Maybe there are just a lot of other great route-running prospects in this draft with him?  

Well, there is a big scouting problem looming here. Why? Because if I can debunk Ridley as a 

‘good’ or ‘great’ route runner, then NFL scouts and analysts are perpetrating a total fraud here. Because 

if you ignore ‘route running expertise’ arguments for a moment, you literally have nothing besides 

‘brother of Calvin’ as a reason to think he’s a great NFL prospect. You tell me the case outside of ‘route 

running’ and ‘he’s a Ridley’… 

 -- He tested terrible at the NFL Combine…a flimsy 4.58 40-time, at his size, in a class overloaded with 

stud WR prospects – it doesn’t stand out. 

 -- Ridley posted the 4th worst three-cone (7.22) among all WR prospects at the NFL Combine and his 

short shuttle was bottom half of the group. 

 -- Ridley’s 30.5” vertical was the 2nd lowest of the WR group at the Combine. 

 -- Ridley never had a 100+ yard game in college…he never had a 90+ yard game either. In 17 of his 28 

career college games he was under 50 yards. In 2018, in 14 games, Ridley had 80+ yards in a game 

once…and was under 50 yards in 10 of those games. Under 40 yards in nine games. 

https://www.fantasyfootballmetrics.net/college-football-metrics/cfm-home
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 -- Ridley’s career high for catches in a game was six. His high catch count in 2018, his best career 

season, was five. 

 -- He had nine TDs in 2018…five of them out-of-confernce against the likes of Austin Peay, U Mass, 

Middle Tennessee State, and Georgia Tech. 

 

Riley Ridley’s resume is terrible (for a supposed top 50 guy)…except for this notion that he’s this master 

craftsman route runner. De-bunk that notion and you literally have nothing here for the NFL. 

So, I watched several games of Ridley’s from 2018, whether the pass was to him or not…I wanted to see 

the hidden route running mystery, like what really existed with guys like DaeSean Hamilton and Taywan 

Taylor (two guys who were/are total ankle breakers, and could shed coverage and run routes with the 

best of them). I have experience in observing route runners, so I wanted to see if it was quickly 

identifiable with Ridley. 

After watching all the tape, I didn’t see any special. He wasn’t bad or anything, just a decent college 

athlete with good college speed who occasionally had a nice stop route for a catch or 1-2 times got open 

over the middle for a nice play. I definitely did not see a route running magician at work. I studied N’Keal 

Harry prior to Ridley – Ridley’s feet and routes aren’t in the same stratosphere as Harry’s. Not as good 

as average/good route runner A.J. Brown, either. Not as good as teammate Terry Godwin when I 

watched them work on the same team in the same games. 

If Ridley is an average route runner, not mythical, and all the other data is weak – then you have a semi-

fraud prospect here. 

To me, Ridley has decent hands, average NFL speed, OK route running, he’s too thin-framed, plays with 

a finesse bordering on ‘scared’ or ‘passive’ style. He’s passive in interviews and passive on the field. 

‘Passive’ is my one word to hang around his neck. 

Passive, below-average athlete, and low college production…how does this equal ‘top NFL prospect’ in a 

class of greatness at WR? I have a feeling if his name were Riley Smith, non-brother of Calvin Ridley, no 

one would even care…nor would they see some ‘great route-runner’. 

 

  

Riley Ridley, Through the Lens of Our WR Scouting Algorithm: 
 

LSU, Florida, Kentucky, Auburn, Alabama, and Texas were Ridley’s toughest opponents in 2018. His 

average per game output against them: 3.1 receptions, 44.9 yards, 0.29 TDs. Not great. 

https://www.fantasyfootballmetrics.net/college-football-metrics/cfm-home
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BUT Georgia is primarily a running team!! Actually, Georgia had about an equal balance of rushing and 

passing yards in 2018. Georgia QBs threw 34 TD passes on the season. It wasn’t an Air Raid, but it wasn’t 

dormant either…and Ridley within that didn’t even garner a 20% share of the receptions and yards in 

the passing game. 

Watching all the Ridley tape/games, I question whether he was the 3rd best option in the Georgia 

passing game. He might not have been 4th either. And when Ridley did get the ball, it was almost by 

accident…not this purposeful guy the Geogia QBs were looking for in times of trouble. 

  

2019 NFL Combine measurements: 

6’1.2”/199, 10.25” hands, 32.6” arms 

4.58 40-time, 7.22 three-cone, 4.28 shuttle 

13 bench reps, 30.5” vertical, 10’4” broad 

  

With the Combine numbers and watching him on tape, I just didn’t see the leg drive or aggression or 

urgency with Ridley. I saw a pretty good college WR who may get gobbled up and spit out by the pros 

quickly. He probably won’t bust – he just won’t matter. There will be many UDFA WRs who are better at 

their craft and are more athletic than Ridley…yet, Ridley will go top 100 and his draft team will force him 

targets ASAP. 

 

 

The Historical WR Prospects to Whom Riley Ridley Most Compares Within Our System: 

 

When our computer model’s terrible Ridley scouting grade popped up post-Combine, I rushed to study 

to see what was up – Ridley seemed like a pretty good WR in my previews. I thought he moved pretty 

well. Everyone loved his route running. But the more I really watched snap after snap in detail and 

comparing to other top guys in the class, I could see that there wasn’t much there (on a pro level)…and 

with the low production combined with weak measurables, you have to assume none of it is lying.  

 

 

 

https://www.fantasyfootballmetrics.net/college-football-metrics/cfm-home
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WR 
Score 

Draft 
Yr 

Last First College H H W Power 
Strngth 
Metric 

Speed 
Agility 
Metric 

Hands 
Metric 

1.060 2019 Ridley Riley Georgia 6 1.2 199 5.75 -0.23 7.04 

0.122 2017 Scott Artavis Clemson 5 10.1 193 6.69 -0.98 7.08 

1.501 2017 Wilson Bobo Florida St 5 9.2 189 5.74 0.93 6.11 

1.700 2014 Boone Kadron LSU 5 11.7 193 5.21 -0.45 5.78 

-1.825 2015 Harper Josh Fresno St 6 0.7 191 5.40 -1.57 5.78 

-0.570 2013 Austin Matt Utah St 6 1.6 202 8.27 0.78 5.26 

-3.421 2013 Christopher DeVonte Utah 6 0.2 188 1.20 -1.53 6.11 

 

*A score of 7.0+ is where we start to take a Small-WR prospect more seriously. A score of 8.50+ is where 

we see a stronger correlation of a Small-WR going on to become NFL good/great/elite. A score of 10.00+ 

is more rarefied air in our system and indicates a greater probability of becoming an elite NFL Small-

WR. 

All of the WR ratings are based on a 0–10 scale, but a player can score negative, or above a 10.0 in 

certain instances. 

Overall WR score = A combination of several on-field performance measures, including refinement for 

strength of opponents faced, mixed with all the physical measurement metrics,and rated historically in 

our database. 

“Power-Strength” = A combination of unique metrics surrounding physical size profiling, bench press 

strength, etc.  High scorers here project to be more physical, better blockers, and less injury-prone. 

“Speed-Agility” = A combination of unique metrics surrounding speed, agility, physical size, mixed with 

some on-field performance metrics. High scorers here project to have a better YAC and show 

characteristics to be used as deep threats/to create separation. 

“Hands” = A combination of unique metrics surrounding on-field performance in college, considering 

the strength of opponents played. Furthermore, this data considers some physical profiling for hand size, 

etc. High scorers here have a better track record of college statistical performance, and overall, 

this projects the combination of performance and physical data for the next level. 

 

2019 NFL Draft Outlook: 

Ridley definitely didn’t help himself at the Combine. His agent should’ve had him skip the timing work. 

He was a 3rd-rounder pre-Combine, but I’d say he fell to 4th+ round after. There are too many other 

quality WRs this year for teams to want to get suckered by the ‘Ridley’ name here. I’ll say he goes 4th-

round, but he should be 6th+. 

https://www.fantasyfootballmetrics.net/college-football-metrics/cfm-home
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If I were an NFL GM, I would not touch him and I’d be praying a team took him ahead of me to burn one 

of their picks instead of taking someone I really wanted. I’m not paying a ‘Ridley’ premium here. 

 

NFL Outlook:    

He will get drafted and enter the league with ‘status’ and a ‘name’. He will get an unfair amount of 

chances but ultimately not start or impact much year one, and then after the rookie hysteria dies down 

and we quickly forget about him as he hangs around the NFL as a low-impact #3-4-5 rotational WR for a 

few years before drifting away.  

I also think he might be so passive a player that he busts quicker and is gone from the NFL in 3-4 years.   
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